Hi friend,

I first met Stephanie in the fall of 2017, when we were both volunteering at New Harvest’s second conference. Neither of us loved our jobs at the time (I was working as a server in St. Louis, Stephanie as a lab manager in LA), and both of us were determined to work in cellular agriculture instead.

Strangely enough, our shared dream came true around the same time. In the spring of 2019, Stephanie received her first grant payment as a New Harvest Research Fellow and I my first paycheck at New Harvest HQ. (Today is my one year anniversary!)

In this interview, Stephanie explains how she went from volunteering at a cultured meat conference to researching cultured meat herself. Learn why she chose to focus on scaffolds, what it’s like to intern at Beyond Meat, and the difference between plant and cell-based meat from a scientist who has studied both.

Take care!

Get to know Stephanie, a New Harvest Research Fellow at UCLA!
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